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Abstract—As software defined networking (SDN) can become
a key technique for the control of individual coalition networks
of a software defined coalition (SDC), the interconnection of
such networks can become a major challenge. Traditional approaches such as BGP to interconnect autonomous networks are
designed for less flexible networks and hence can have serious
efficiency and flexibility issues. In this short paper, we define
the requirements of the interconnection of such networks and
provide an overview of a novel protocol, called the SDC-Network
Federation Protocol (SFP). Instead of being a traditional push
protocol such as BGP, SFP adopts a novel pub-sub model to
substantially increase efficiency and flexibility. Going beyond only
packet handling, SFP introduces flexible network information
spaces, such as the packet space and the flowset space.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Given the significant potential benefits of software defined
networking (SDN) in realizing the vision that a network can
be effectively controlled using a simple, logically centralized
control-plane program with a global view, it is natural to
consider that individual coalition networks of a softwaredefined coalition (SDC) may evolve to introduce SDN as a
key technique. As a result, the interconnection of such SDN
networks will become a major requirement, to realize benefits
including expanded reachability and pooled resources.
The interconnection of such new networks, however, can be
challenging, and existing work (e.g., SDX [1], SD-WAN) focusing on such new networks considers limited settings such as
the existence of a third party. Since some might think that one
can still use traditional interdomain protocols to interconnect
SDC networks, consider the issues when applying BGP, the
well-developed, de facto interdomain protocol. Unfortunately,
applying BGP to such interconnection can have fundamental
mismatches. For example, designed in a traditional networking
setting with limited programmability, BGP is fundamentally
a full instantiation information-exchange protocol, in that the
program decisions at each network need to be fully instantiated
as data and then exchanged among networks. The extremely
large decision space of SDN, and in particular, the two-layer
SDN decision model, where the routing information base layer
is only a cache of the SDN program layer, can make full
instantiation unfeasible.
The objective of this short paper is to report our progress
on conducting a systematic investigation and design of inter-

connecting SDN networks of an SDC. Following the approach
that abstractions based on decomposition (modularity) is the
way problems are solved [2], we focus on key abstractions.
For more details, please see [3], [4].
II. R EQUIREMENTS
We identify the following requirements:
• Efficiency: The abstractions introduced in the design
should achieve efficient integration of resources spanning
across multiple networks. The efficiency includes both
the protocol, which includes the scalability, latency and
stability of the protocol messages, and the outcome of the
protocol, to achieve global optimality under constraints.
The resources should include memory, network, and
compute resources.
• Autonomy: There is a trade-off between autonomy and
stability. In an SDC where each coalition member network can implement its own policy, policies from different members may conflict and result in instabilities. The
design should offer a large degree of autonomy but also
consider stability.
• Privacy: Although one coalition member network may
send multiple queries to another member, the first member should not be able to learn information that the second
considers sensitive and chooses not to reveal.
III. A RCHITECTURE
The model-views abstraction framework: Considering SDN
as a core concept, we design interconnection abstractions
in a unified model-views framework, where the logically
centralized control program PA of network A defines the core
model. To be concrete, we show an example PA :
f(Packet pkt):
if (pkt.tcpSrcPort != 80)
return drop
else
srcClass = map_policy(pkt.Ipv4Src)
return shortestPath(srcClass, pkt.Ipv4Dst)
It is from this model that multiple abstraction views are
derived, where the views include the north bound (NB), which
is the interface of the network to applications using the
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Fig. 1. The unifying model-views abstraction framework.

network; the south bound (SB), which is the realization from
the control plane to the data plane; and the east-west bound
(EWB), which is the interface between peering networks and
hence is the focus of this paper. See Fig. 1 for illustration of
this unifying framework.
Adopting a unified model-views abstraction framework
leads to multiple benefits, including automation (as views
should be derivable from the model), sharing of common
functions when computing multiple views, and consistency
(among views, as implied from their consistency to the model).
Interconnection information organization and exchange: In
a high level, what a network B provides to another network A
to achieve interconnection is how PB will handle each packet
that A is interested in. In the basic level, PB processes each
packet independently. Hence, the basic information that B
needs is how each packet in a packet space is handled. As
coalition networks integrate more functions such as QoS and
security, PB classifies packets into flows. Since the processing
of flows can be correlated, in particular, in resource sharing
case, we say that A may request information for a set of
flows. We refer to this as the flowset space, where each point
in the space is a set of flows. In the general case, we allow
extensible information spaces, with two predefined spaces: the
aforementioned packet space and the flowset space.
With the basic concepts of information spaces, we specify
the basic message flow, as illustrated in Fig. 2. It is a sub/pub
protocol, where a network A sends a sequence of subscription
interests to network B. Each subscription is for a subspace of
an information space that B supports.
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Fig. 2. Basic message flow.

The packet space abstraction: The packet space is the
most basic space and hence we give an overview of how we
compute abstractions for it. The flowset space abstraction will
be presented in a companion short paper.
We define the packet space abstraction problem as the following compact policy program instantiation (CPPI) problem:
given (1) a program P , which takes a point in packet space and
returns a routing decision for that point’s packets, and (2) a
queried subset of packet space, Q, what is the most compact
instantiation of P ’s behavior over Q? Such an instantiation
will be used as basic information to communicate an network’s
controller’s program to other networks in response to queries.

Although the CPPI problem is challenging, we have conducted a systematic study of the problem while ensuring
correctness, updatability, mergability and obfuscation by abstracting P ’s behavior over subsets of packet space as pipeline
tables. Fig. 3 presents the architecture of our approach.
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Fig. 3. Packet space abstraction architecture.

The key step of the packet space abstraction is program
compilation, which is the transformation (i.e., abstraction)
of a generic program, expressed in a high level language,
into a pipeline of flow tables. Programs are compiled into
flow tables because flow tables allow efficient querying and
require little additional processing to be transmitted efficiently.
Compilation occurs “only-once”, offline, avoiding the burden
of per request program compilation and removing a potentially
lengthy computation from the runtime environment.
Fig. 4 illustrates the compilation workflow. Specifically, we
first compile a program into a per instruction table (PIT)
pipeline using two synergistic techniques: symbolic map and
flow explore. Subsequently, we compress PIT into a compact
representation via a third technique, deep expansion. In even
simple settings, we can reduce information exchange size by
x1000 compared with single table abstraction (i.e., BGP).
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Fig. 4. Program to pipeline abstraction compiler architecture.
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